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Recap- What do I remember last
time? If stuck take a quick peek of
notes and then try to remember.
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Read- Skim lesson and figure best
breaks to stop. Are there bolded
sections? Stop before the next one.
When I can’t hold any more
information, narrate a portion
before moving on. Decide best
way to narrate.
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NARRATION IDEAS
Make a list, bullet points, concept map,
summary, diagrams, pictures, Q&A.
This is for you to understand the material
and to explain it in YOUR words.
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As I read, if I find dates or quotes
I like, I put a sticky in that spot to
use for my commonplace & BOC.
Is there a virtue I’d like to copy?
I’ll place a sticky as a reminder for
my virtue chart.
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Wrap Up- Any links, maps,
pictures to view?
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